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1 Introduction
The Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney (WMW) (Mann and Whitney, 1947; Wilcoxon, 1945)
and Kruskal–Wallis (KW) (Kruskal and Wallis, 1952) tests are well known and popu-
lar rank tests to analyze two- andK-sample layouts. These rank tests are distribution-
free, robust, intuitively appealing, and do not necessarily focus on the mean response.
For the WMW test, for example, the alternative hypothesis is expressed in terms of
the probability P (Y1 < Y2), where Y1 (Y2) denotes the continuous response of the first
(second) group. It is the probability that a random observation of the second group
exceeds a random observation of the first group. The alternative hypothesis of the
KW test can be expressed using similar probabilities, P (Y. < Yk), where Yk denotes
the response in group k = 1, . . . , K, and Y. the response associated with the marginal
response distribution; see e.g. section 9.6.1 in Thas (2009). It is the probability that
a random observation of group k exceeds a random observation of the marginal distri-
bution. Under additional assumptions, such as location-shift, the alternative can also
be expressed in terms of means or medians, and for a given family of distributions,
locally most powerful rank tests may be constructed for testing equality of means;
see e.g. Hajek et al. (1999); Lehmann (1998).
Following the introduction of the first rank tests for the two- and K-sample lay-
out, a vast number of rank tests for more complicated designs have been developed.
However, rank tests are typically constructed for specific designs making it difficult
to extend them to customized designs. Furthermore, rank tests for more complicated
designs are often not implemented in software packages, thereby hampering their
widespread use.
For classical parametric tests with focus on the mean response, such as the two-
sample t- or ANOVA F -test, this barrier is circumvented because they arise naturally
from the General Linear Model (GLM) framework. Hence, for more complicated
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designs the correct hypothesis test results from formulating the appropriate GLM.
Basic knowledge on GLMs is often sufficient for analyzing data from a variety of
designs and the GLM is available in most statistical software packages.
In this paper we situate a large class of rank tests within the semiparametric Prob-
abilistic Index Model (PIM) framework of Thas et al. (2012). This model can be seen
as the rank-equivalent of the GLM, but not to be confused with the rank-transform
approach of Conover and Iman (1981). We will show that a transformation to binary
pseudo-observations is more flexible than the rank-transform. Furthermore, by em-
bedding the method in the PIM framework we can relate the tests to parameters with
a well defined interpretation on population level. The full connection between a PIM
and rank tests were not exploited in Thas et al. (2012) since specific parametriza-
tions are required. More specifically, depending on this parametrization, we establish
a simple connection between the PIM and the WMW, KW, Friedman (Friedman,
1937), Mack–Skillings (MS) (Mack and Skillings, 1980), Brown–Hettmansperger (BH)
(Brown and Hettmansperger, 2002) and the Jonckheere–Terpstra (JT) (Jonckheere,
1954; Terpstra, 1952) rank tests and some tests proposed by Brunner and Puri (2001)
based on the work of Akritas and Arnold (1994).
The PIM framework also allows developing new rank tests and in addition to
hypothesis testing, the PIM parameters possess an informative interpretation as effect
sizes.
Instead of modelling the conditional mean, a PIM models the probability P (Yi 4 Yj)
:= P (Yi < Yj) +0.5P (Yi = Yj), where Yi and Yj are independent response variables
with distribution functions Fi and Fj, respectively. This probability is known as the
probabilistic index (PI); see, for example Acion et al. (2006); Thas et al. (2012) and
the references therein. The distributions Fi and Fj may depend on p-dimensional
regressor patterns, say Xi and Xj. Let (Yi,Xi), i = 1, . . . , n, denote the i.i.d. sample
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observations, then a PIM is defined as
P (Yi 4 Yj | Xi,Xj) = m(Xi,Xj;β) = g−1(ZTijβ), (Xi,Xj) ∈ Xn, (1)
where Xn is the set of pairs of regressors (Xi,Xj) for which the model is defined.
For most models in Thas et al. (2012), the PIM is defined for all n2 pairs so that
Xn = {(Xi,Xj) | i, j = 1, . . . , n}. We will show that the connection with rank
tests sometimes requires that the scope of the PIM is restricted to a subset of pairs.
For the randomized complete block design of Section 3.2, for example, the PIM is
only defined for pairs of observations within the same block so that the responses in
P (Yi 4 Yj | Xi,Xj) refer to outcomes in the same block.
The function m(·, ·;β) has range [0, 1] and if (Xi,Xi), (Xi,Xj), and (Xj,Xi) are
elements of Xn, thenm(·, ·;β) must also satisfym(Xi,Xi;β) = 0.5 andm(Xi,Xj;β)+
m(Xj,Xi;β) = 1. Similar to generalized linear models, the function m(Xi,Xj;β) is
restricted to g−1(ZTijβ), where g(·) is a link function and Zij depends on the regressors
Xi and Xj. For a general Zij and g(·), Thas et al. (2012) provide a semiparametric
consistent and asymptotically normally distributed estimator of β and a consistent
sandwich estimator of its asymptotic variance. They primarily consider Zij = Xj−Xi
together with the logit and probit link function. In this paper we show that different
choices of Zij and g(·) are required to establish the relationship with rank tests.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the estimating equations
related to PIM (1) and summarize the most important distributional properties of
the estimator. In Section 3 we propose a parametrization for factorial designs and
establish the connection with the KW, Friedman, and MS tests and illustrate how
they can be extended to the two-way layout. In Section 4 we consider a second
parametrization and demonstrate the connection with the WMW, BH, and JT tests.
In Section 5 we show how a more powerful rank test than the WMW test can be
constructed upon incorporating baseline information of a covariate. In Section 6 an
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example dataset is analyzed to illustrate the potential of a regression framework for
rank tests and Section 7 gives the conclusions and a discussion in which we relate our
approach to other methods.
2 Estimating equations and distributional
theory
Let In denote the set of indices (i, j) for which (Xi,Xj) ∈ Xn and define the pseudo-
observations I (Yi 4 Yj) := I (Yi < Yj)+0.5I (Yi = Yj) with I (·) the indicator function.
An estimator of β in (1), say βˆ, is given as the solution of the estimating equations
(Thas et al., 2012)
∑
(i,j)∈In
Uij(β) = 0, Uij(β) := W(Zij,β)
[
I (Yi 4 Yj)− g−1
(
ZTijβ
)]
, (2)
with index function W(Zij,β) = (∂g
−1(ZTijβ)/∂β)Var (I (Yi 4 Yj) | Zij)−1. This
choice of index function gives estimating equations similar to those of a general-
ized linear model. In this paper, however, we often use the identity link function
(i.e. g(u) = u) and the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator, resulting from
W(Zij,β) = Zij in (2).
Despite the mutual independence of the original sample observations, the pseudo-
observations are no longer mutually independent. In particular, pseudo-observations
I (Yi 4 Yj) and I (Yk 4 Yl) are independent if and only if all indices i, j, k, and l are
distinct, i.e. if the pseudo-observations do not share a common response observation.
Due to this type of dependence, the sparse correlation distributional theory of Lumley
and Mayer-Hamblett (2003) is required for inference.
Thas et al. (2012) showed that
√
n(βˆ−β) d→ N(0,Σ) as n→∞ and they gave a
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consistent sandwich estimator of Σ, which is here denoted by nΣˆβˆ where
Σˆβˆ =
 ∑
(i,j)∈In
∂Uij(βˆ)
∂βT
−1 ∑
(i,j)∈In
∑
(k,l)∈In
φijklUij(βˆ)U
T
kl(βˆ)
 ∑
(i,j)∈In
∂Uij(βˆ)
∂βT
−T(3)
with φijkl = 1 if I (Yi 4 Yj) and I (Yk 4 Yl) are correlated and φijkl = 0 otherwise.
For the remainder of the paper we restrict the PIM to factorial designs with one or
two factors of interest and possibly one blocking factor or a continuous covariate. The
specific definition of the pseudo-observations I (Yi 4 Yj) = I (Yi < Yj) + 0.5I (Yi = Yj)
can deal with ties, but to avoid lengthy formulae we assume no ties are present.
For the factorial design with a single factor and a blocking factor we write X =
(X,B), where X is a factor referring to groups or treatments of interest, and B is a
blocking factor. Without loss of generality we say that X takes values 1, . . . , K, and
B takes values 1, . . . , L. The number of replicates for X = k and B = l is denoted
by nkl and the total sample size is given by N =
∑K
k=1
∑L
l=1 nkl. Let Fkl denote the
distribution function of Y given X = k and B = l. In the absence of blocks, set
B = 1 and we use the simplified notation nk for the number of replicates for X = k
and Fk for the distribution function of Y given X = k. The notation for the two
factor setting and the randomized design with covariate is similar, but postponed to
Sections 3.3 and 5 respectively.
Sometimes it will be convenient to work with the classical ANOVA notation.
Throughout the paper it will be clear from the context which notation is used. In
particular, for X = (X,B), Ykl denotes a random response variable in treatment group
k = 1, . . . , K and block l = 1, . . . , L. The index l becomes obsolete in the absence
of blocks. We use Y.l to denote the random response variable whose distribution is
marginalized over the treatment groups, but still conditional on block l. To distinguish
between the notation and model as in (1) and the ANOVA form, we refer to the former
as the regression model, whereas models with the ANOVA notation will be referred to
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as the ANOVA model. Just like with classical linear regression models, the estimation
of the parameters requires that ANOVA models are translated into regression models
with dummy regressors for the coding of the factors.
3 The marginal PIM
3.1 K-sample layout
As a first model we define the marginal PIM for the K-sample layout in the absence
of blocks. It is marginal in the sense that we only condition on one treatment within
the PI, i.e. P (Yi 4 Yj | Xj). This PI refers to the distribution of the response of
observation j conditional on its regressor, i.e. Yj | Xj, and the marginal response
distribution of an observation i, i.e. Yi. In terms of the ANOVA notation and if
Xj = k, this becomes P (Y. 4 Yk), with Yk a random response with distribution Fk
and Y. a random response with distribution F. =
∑K
k=1 λkFk with λk = limN→∞ nk/N
where we assume λk > 0. Consider the marginal PIM in ANOVA form,
P (Y. 4 Yk) = αk. (4)
The interpretation of αk is immediate: it is the probability that a random obser-
vation of group k exceeds a random observation of the marginal distribution. The
corresponding PIM regression model is obtained upon defining
ZTij =
(
I (Xj = 1) , . . . , I (Xj = K)
)
, (5)
for all pairs of regressors (Xi, Xj). Let α
T = (α1, . . . , αK). Model (4) now becomes
P (Yi 4 Yj | Xj) = ZTijα, (6)
with Xn = {(Xi, Xj) | i, j = 1, . . . , N}, i.e. we consider all N2 pairs of observations.
This model is closely related to the comparison mid-probability index as discussed in
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Parzen and Mukhopadhyay (2012). Our model also follows from the nonparametric
model of Akritas and Arnold (1994); see Section C of the supplementary material for
more details.
Let 1 denote the unit vector of length K, A− a generalized inverse of a matrix A
and αˆ the estimator of α in (6), defined as the solution of the estimating equations (2)
with W(Zij,β) = Zij. In Section A of the supplementary material, we show that, un-
der H0 : F1 = . . . = FK , Σ0 := Var (αˆ | H0) = (N + 1)(12N)−1diag(n−11 , . . . , n−1K )M,
with M = I−N−1diag(n1, . . . , nK)11T , where I denotes the K ×K identity matrix.
The following theorem establishes the relationship between the marginal PIM and
the KW statistic,
KWs :=
12
N(N + 1)
K∑
k=1
nk
(
R¯k − N + 1
2
)2
, (7)
where R¯k denotes the average rank of the sample observations in group X = k, for
which the ranking is performed in the pooled sample. The proof is provided in Section
A of the supplementary material.
Theorem 1 (Kruskal–Wallis). Let αˆ denote the estimator of α in (6), defined as the
solution of (2) with W(Zij,β) = Zij, and let Σ0 denote its covariance matrix under
the null hypothesis of equal distributions, then(
αˆ− 1
2
1
)T
Σ−0
(
αˆ− 1
2
1
)
= KWs. (8)
Observe that we denote the KW test statistic as KWs. The subscript s is used
to indicate that this is a score-type test, in the sense that the covariance matrix Σ0
in (8) is only valid under H0. The PIM theory provides a sandwich estimator of
the covariance matrix, given by (3), which is also consistent under the alternative.
For notational convenience we drop the subscript βˆ in (3) and write Σˆ. It is thus
straightforward to construct a Wald-type KW test by replacing Σ0 by Σˆ in (8).
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These Wald-type tests can e.g. be used to construct exact and asymptotically robust
permutation tests for testing H0 : P (Y. 4 Yk) = 0.5 ∀k, which is less restrictive
than H0 : F1 = . . . = FK ; see Chung and Romano (2013). Since the marginal PIM
parameters are interpretable effect sizes, it can be of interest to use Σˆ for constructing
confidence intervals for these parameters.
Note that instead of considering Wald-type statistics for testing H0 : P (Y. 4 Yk) =
0.5 ∀k, better small sample performance may be obtained by constructing ANOVA-
type statistics; see Brunner and Puri (2001). Alternatively, the F-type statistics of
Akritas et al. (2009) can also be considered.
3.2 Randomized complete block design
The marginal PIM can be extended to block designs. In ANOVA notation this be-
comes
P (Y.l 4 Ykl) = αk, (9)
where k = 1, . . . , K refers to the treatment group and l = 1, . . . , L to the block. The
interpretation of αk is immediate: it is the probability that a random observation of
group k exceeds a random observation of the marginal distribution within the same
block. Let Zij as in (5) and α as before. Model (9) in regression notation becomes
P (Yi 4 Yj | Bi, Xj, Bj) = ZTijα, (10)
which is now only defined for (Xi,Xj) ∈ Xn = {(Xi,Xj) | Bi = Bj, i, j = 1, . . . , N},
i.e. we restrict the PI to comparisons within blocks. The blocking does not result
in extra parameters in the model, but it affects the estimating equations through a
restriction on the pseudo-observations to be included.
Consider a randomized complete block (RCB) design for which each treatment-
block combination has a constant non-zero number of replicates, i.e. nij = n =
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N/(KL) ≥ 1. For testing the null hypothesis H0 : F1l = · · · = FKl (l = 1, . . . , L), the
MS test (Mack and Skillings, 1980) is an appropriate test. The test statistic is given
by
MSs :=
12
K(N + L)
K∑
k=1
(
R¯k − N + L
2
)2
, (11)
where R¯k = n
−1∑L
l=1
∑n
j=1Rklj with Rklj denoting the rank of the j
th replicate of
the response observation of treatment k in block l, for which the ranking is performed
within blocks.
In Section A of the supplementary material we show that the covariance ma-
trix of the vector αˆ under H0 may be written as Σ0 := Var (αˆ | H0) = (nK +
1)(12KLn2)−1M where M = I−K−111T . The following theorem establishes the link
between the marginal PIM and the MS test. The proof and some further details can
be found in Section A of the supplementary material.
Theorem 2 (Mack–Skillings). For a RCB design, with αˆ the estimator of α in (10)
defined as the solution of (2) with W(Zij,β) = Zij, and with Σ0 its covariance matrix
under the null hypothesis of equal distributions within blocks, it holds that(
αˆ− 1
2
1
)T
Σ−0
(
αˆ− 1
2
1
)
= MSs.
The Friedman test is also embedded in the marginal PIM, for it is a special case
of the MS test with n = 1, i.e. exactly one observation in each treatment-block
combination.
Corollary 1 (Friedman). If each treatment-block combination in a RCB design has
exactly one replicate and if αˆ denotes the estimator of α in (10), defined as the
solution of (2) with W(Zij,β) = Zij and Σ0 its covariance matrix under the null
hypothesis of equal distributions within blocks, then(
αˆ− 1
2
1
)T
Σ−0
(
αˆ− 1
2
1
)
=
12L
K(K + 1)
K∑
k=1
(
R¯k − K + 1
2
)2
, (12)
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in which the right hand side of the equation is exactly the Friedman rank test statistic.
We refer to the MS and Friedman statistics as MSs and Fs, respectively, where the
subscript s indicates that these are score-type test statistics. Similar as for the KW
test, we can construct Wald-type MS and Friedman statistics by replacing Σ0 in (12)
by the sandwich estimator Σˆ. Furthermore, confidence intervals for the individual
effect sizes αk can also be computed.
3.3 The two-way layout
Based on the established relationship between a PIM and the KW test, we now
formulate a marginal PIM to construct a rank test for the two-way layout.
Let X = (X1, X2) where X1 corresponds to the first factor with K1 levels and X2
to the second factor with K2 levels. When using the ANOVA notation, Ykl denotes
a response variable associated with groups X1 = k and X2 = l and Fkl is the corre-
sponding distribution function. We use the notation Yk. to denote responses of the dis-
tribution marginalized over X2, i.e. Fk. =
∑K2
l=1 λklFkl where λkl = limnk.→∞ nkl/nk.,
with nk. =
∑K2
l=1 nkl. Similar for Y.l with distribution F.l =
∑K1
k=1 λ
∗
klFkl where λ
∗
kl =
limn.l→∞ nkl/n.l with n.l =
∑K1
k=1 nkl and Y.. with distribution F.. =
∑K1
k=1
∑K2
l=1 λ
∗∗
klFkl
where λ∗∗kl = limN→∞ nkl/N . All λ’s are assumed to be strict positive.
A natural extension of (4) to the two-way layout is given by
P (Y.. 4 Ykl) = µ+ αk + βl + (αβ)kl, (13)
with restrictions
∑
k αk = 0,
∑
l βl = 0,
∑
l(αβ)kl = 0, and
∑
k(αβ)kl = 0. The
parametrization of (13) can be justified upon using the decomposition of Fkl as in
Akritas and Arnold (1994), i.e.
Fkl(y) = M(y) + Ak(y) +Bl(y) + Ckl(y),
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where
∑
k Ak(y) = 0,
∑
lBl(y) = 0,
∑
k Ckl(y) = 0, and
∑
l Ckl(y) = 0 for all y. The
relationship with (13) is established by noting that M(y) = F..(y), P (Y.. 4 Ykl) =∫
M(y)dFkl(y), and defining µ :=
∫
M(y)dM(y) ≡ 0.5, αk :=
∫
M(y)dAk(y), βl :=∫
M(y)dBl(y), and (αβ)kl :=
∫
M(y)dCkl(y); see section C of the supplementary
material for more information.
Test statistics for testing main and interaction effects can now be constructed in
a similar fashion as in Section 3.1. For example, if (αβ) denotes the vector with
elements (αβ)ij and (α̂β)ij the estimator of (αβ)ij in (13), defined as the solution
of (2) with W(Zij,β) = Zij, a test for interaction can be based on the statistic
(α̂β)TΣ−0 (α̂β), which asymptotically follows a chi-squared distribution with (K1 −
1)(K2 − 1) degrees of freedom under H0 : Fkl = F.. for all k = 1, . . . , K1 and l =
1, . . . , K2. The matrix Σ0 is the variance-covariance matrix of (α̂β), evaluated under
H0. Since this null hypothesis is often too restrictive to test for interaction, as it also
implies the absence of main effects, a Wald-type test can be constructed, using the
statistic (α̂β)T Σˆ
−
(α̂β) with Σˆ given by (3). This statistic also follows asymptotically
a chi-squared distribution with (K1 − 1)(K2 − 1) degrees of freedom, but now under
the less restrictive H0 : (αβ)kl = 0 for all k = 1, . . . , K1 and l = 1, . . . , K2. This test
statistic is closely related to work of Brunner and Puri (2001). The interpretation of
(αβ)kl can be derived from (αβ)kl = [P (Y.. 4 Ykl) − P (Y.. 4 Y.l)] − [P (Y.. 4 Yk.) −
P (Y.. 4 Y..)].
In a similar fashion as in Section 3.2, PIM (13) can be extended to block-designs.
In Section C of the supplementary material we also show how PIM (4) can be extended
with a continuous regressor.
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4 The pairwise PIM
In the absence of blocks the marginal PIM for the K-sample layout is associated with
rank tests which are based on the joint ranking. The model refers to the compar-
ison of the marginal response with a response in a particular treatment group, i.e.
P (Y. 4 Yk). In this section we propose a PIM that models pairwise comparisons be-
tween treatment groups. In particular, for the K-sample design we propose the PIM
(ANOVA notation)
P (Yk 4 Yl) = αkl. (14)
The parameter αkl thus gives the probability that a random observation of group l
exceeds a random observation of group k. The regression PIM follows from defining
ZTij = [I (Xi = 1) I (Xj = 2) , I (Xi = 1) I (Xj = 3) , . . . , I (Xi = K − 1) I (Xj = K)],
(15)
and α the vector with the corresponding elements αkl. The pairwise PIM then be-
comes (regression notation)
P (Yi 4 Yj | Xi, Xj) = ZTijα, (16)
with Xn = {(Xi,Xj) | Xi < Xj, i, j = 1 . . . , N}, i.e. we restrict the PI to all unique
treatment combinations.
4.1 Two-sample layout
In the following theorem we establish the relationship between the pairwise PIM and
the WMW test; see Section B of the supplementary material for the proof.
Theorem 3 (Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney). For the two-sample layout, let αˆ12 denote
the estimator associated with PIM (16) defined as the solution of (2) with W(Zij,β) =
13
Zij, and let σ
2
0 denote its variance under the null hypothesis of equal distributions,
then
αˆ12 − 0.5
σ0
=
∑
{i|Xi=1}
∑
{j|Xj=2} I (Yi 4 Yj)− n1n2/2√
[n1n2(n1 + n2 + 1)]/12
, (17)
in which the right hand side of the equation is exactly the standardized WMW statistic.
4.2 Three-sample layout
In this section we establish the relationship between the pairwise PIM and the rank
test of Brown and Hettmansperger (2002) for the three-sample layout. Brown and
Hettmansperger (2002) showed that the KW test cannot test for intransitivity and
therefore they proposed to extend the KW test statistic as follows
BHs := KWs +
3n1n2n3
N
(
T12
n1n2
+
T23
n2n3
+
T31
n3n1
)2
, (18)
where Tkl =
∑
{i|Xi=k}
∑
{j|Xj=l}[2I (Yi 4 Yj) − 1]. A large value of the second com-
ponent of BHs suggests intransitivity. Let αˆ
T = (αˆ12, αˆ23, αˆ13) denote the estimators
of the parameters in the PIM (16), and let Σ0 denote the covariance matrix of αˆ
under the null hypothesis H0 : F1 = F2 = F3. The following theorem establishes the
relationship between the pairwise PIM and the BH statistic. The proof is provided
in Section B of the supplementary material.
Theorem 4 (Brown–Hettmansperger). Let αˆ denote the estimator associated with
PIM (16) defined as the solution of (2) with W(Zij,β) = Zij and let Σ0 denote its
covariance matrix under the null hypothesis of equal distributions, then(
αˆ− 1
2
1
)T
Σ−10
(
αˆ− 1
2
1
)
= BHs, (19)
with BHs given by (18).
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4.3 Ordered alternatives
Thus far all tests focused on rejecting the null hypothesis in favour of an alternative
that states that some particular PI’s are not equal to 0.5. However, sometimes more
informative alternatives can be of interest. When the K treatments can be ordered
(e.g. the dosage of a drug), one can sometimes formulate an alternative for which the
response tends to increase or decrease with increasing treatment level. Mann (1945)
defined an upward trend as
H1 :
2
K(K − 1)
K−1∑
k=1
K∑
l=k+1
P (Yi 4 Yj | Xi = l, Xj = k) > 1
2
.
Under the location shift model F1(y − τ1) = . . . = FK(y − τK), H1 simplifies to the
ordered alternative τ1 ≤ . . . ≤ τK , with at least one strict inequality. The Jonckheere–
Terpstra (JT) test (Jonckheere, 1954; Terpstra, 1952) is consistent against H1 and its
test statistic is given by
JTs := σ
−1
JT
K−1∑
k=1
K∑
l=k+1
∑
{i|Xi=k}
∑
{j|Xj=l}
I (Yi 4 Yj)− µJT
 , (20)
where µJT = (N
2 −∑Kj=1 n2j)/4 and σ2JT = [N2(2N + 3)−∑Kj=1 n2j(2nj + 3)]/72.
The JT test can also be obtained from the PIM (regression notation)
P (Yi 4 Yj | Xi, Xj) = 1
2
+ αZij, (21)
where Zij = I (Xi < Xj) − I (Xi > Xj) and Xn = {(Xi, Xj) | i, j = 1, . . . , N}. The
interpretation of α comes from α = P (Yi 4 Yj | Xi < Xj) − 0.5, i.e. the probabil-
ity that an outcome of a higher factor level exceeds an outcome of a lower factor
level, reduced with 0.5. Equivalently, α = 0.5 − P (Yi 4 Yj | Xj < Xi). Note that
the offset 0.5 is a consequence of the definition of Zij, which must guarantee that
P (Yi 4 Yj | Xi = Xj) = 0.5. Let αˆ denote the OLS estimator associated with PIM
(21), then its variance under the null hypothesis of equal distributions, say σ20, can
be obtained in a similar fashion as in Section 3.
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The hypothesis of interest H0 : F1 = . . . = FK is tested versus the alternative
H1 : α 6= 0 which is equivalent to H1 : P (Yi 4 Yj | Xi < Xj) 6= 0.5. We prefer to use
the regression notation here, because the factor acts as an integer-valued regressor.
The following theorem establishes the relationship between PIM (21) and the JT test.
The proof is provided in Section B of the supplementary material.
Theorem 5 (Jonckheere–Terpstra). Let αˆ denote the OLS estimator associated with
PIM (21) defined as the solution of (2) with W(Zij,β) = Zij and let σ
2
0 denote its
variance under the null hypothesis of equal distributions, then αˆ/σ0 = JTs, with JTs
given by (20).
In the Section B of the supplementary material it also demonstrated how a similar
connection can be made to the Mack–Wolfe test (Mack and Wolfe, 1981) for umbrella
alternatives.
Similar as for the marginal PIM, the pairwise PIM can be extended to block
designs by limiting the comparisons in Xn to pseudo-observations within a block.
5 Randomized designs with a covariate
Consider a randomized design where a binary factor X is randomized over experi-
mental units and it is of interest to test the null hypothesis H0 : F1 = F2, with Fi the
conditional distribution function of Y given X = i. In addition to X we also measure
a continuous covariate Z which is associated with the response variable Y but inde-
pendent of X due to the randomization. As an illustration, consider a setting where
one wants to assess the difference between two fertilizers (X) in terms of the yield Y
and that fields form the experimental units. If one randomly allocates a fertilizer to a
field, Z can be e.g. the hours of sunshine or the amount of rainfall for each field. The
random allocation of X assures the independence between X and Z, while the yield
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Y can still depend on Z. We will construct a rank test that takes the information in
Z into account and which can be more powerful than the WMW test.
More specifically, we propose the PIM with identity link
P (Yi 4 Yj | Xi,Xj) = β+ γ[f(Zj)− f(Zi)], Xn = {Xi,Xj | Xi = 1, Xj = 2}, (22)
with X = (X,Z) and f(·) a known function.
The following theorem provides the distributional properties of the estimator of
β in (22) as well as the interpretation.
Theorem 6. Let βˆ denote the estimator of the PIM (22) defined as the solution of (2)
with W(Zij,β) = Zij. Assume that X and Z are independent, and n1/N → λ ∈ (0, 1)
as N →∞. Then, as N →∞,
√
N
βˆ − P (Yi 4 Yj | Xi = 1, Xj = 2)
σ
d→ N(0, 1), (23)
where
σ2 =
1
λ
Var(F2(Yi)− γf(Zi) | Xi = 1) + 1
1− λVar(F1(Yi)− γf(Zi) | Xi = 2),
γ =
Cov(I (Yi 4 Yj) , f(Zj)− f(Zi) | Xi = 1, Xj = 2)
Var(f(Zj)− f(Zi) | Xi = 1, Xj = 2) ,
where Fi denotes the conditional distribution of Y given X = i (i = 1, 2).
The proof can be found in Section D of the supplementary material. A Wald-
type test statistic can now be constructed as (βˆ − 0.5)/σˆ, where σˆ is the square
root of the first diagonal element in (3) and which is a consistent estimator of
σ. From Theorem 6 it follows that βˆ is a consistent estimator for the probabil-
ity P (Yi 4 Yj | Xi = 1, Xj = 2), i.e. the probability that a randomly selected re-
sponse for which X = 2 exceeds a randomly selected response for which X = 1.
Note that this probability does not depend on Z and corresponds to the popu-
lation parameter tested for by the WMW test. Indeed, for the WMW statistic
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αˆ := (n1n2)
−1∑
{i:X=1}
∑
{j:X=2} I (Yi 4 Yj) it holds that
√
N
[αˆ− P (Yi 4 Yj | Xi = 1, Xj = 2)]
σ∗
d→ N(0, 1), (24)
where
σ∗2 =
1
λ
Var(F2(Yi) | Xi = 1) + 1
1− λVar(F1(Yi) | Xi = 2),
see e.g. van der Vaart (1998), p. 197. Since βˆ and αˆ both converge in probability to
P (Yi 4 Yj | Xi = 1, Xj = 2), it follows that the asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE)
of the test based on βˆ versus the test based on αˆ (i.e. the WMW test) only depends
on the ratio σ∗2/σ2 evaluated under the null hypothesis H0 : F1 = F2.
To compute the ARE’s we consider the working model and sequence of alternatives
Yi = µ+
δ1√
N
Xi + δ2f(Zi) + εi, δ1 > 0, Z
d
= N(0, σ2Z), (25)
for several choices of δ2, σ
2
Z , and error distribution, scaled to have expectation zero
and variance one. More specifically, we choose the normal, logistic, and lognormal
distributions for ε. We consider three functions: f(Z) = Z, f(Z) = Z2 and f(Z) =
sin(Z) and set µ = 0 without loss of generality. Table 1 gives these ARE’s for testing
H0 : δ1 = 0 versus H1 : δ1 > 0 for a balanced design (λ = 0.5) for which σ
2 in (23) is
approximated using 107 Monte-Carlo simulations. An ARE greater than one means
that the new test is asymptotically more efficient than the WMW test. In the absence
of a covariate effect (δ2 = 0) both tests have the same efficiency. When δ2 > 0 the new
test becomes more efficient than the WMW test when the magnitude of the covariate
effect increases. Furthermore, in the presence of a covariate effect, if the variance of
Z increases, the ARE increases as well. These conclusions hold for all three choice of
f(·). When the functional form of Z in (25) and (22) differs, βˆ remains a consistent
estimator for P (Yi 4 Yj | Xi = 1, Xj = 2), but the asymptotic efficiency changes. We
refer to Section D of the supplementary material for more ARE calculations.
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Table 1: Asymptotic relative efficiencies of the new test based on βˆ versus the WMW
test based on αˆ, for several choices of δ2, σ
2
Z , f(·) and error distribution in (25), where
N denotes the normal, L the logistic and LN the lognormal distribution.
f(Z) = Z f(Z) = Z2 f(Z) = sin(Z)
Error distribution N L LN N L LN N L LN
δ2 σ
2
Z
0 0.25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
1 0.25 1.24 1.26 1.75 1.10 1.11 1.27 1.19 1.21 1.67
2 0.25 1.91 1.97 2.94 1.28 1.30 1.53 1.77 1.84 2.83
0 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
1 1 1.91 1.98 2.95 1.63 1.64 1.86 1.44 1.49 2.25
2 1 4.23 4.31 5.78 2.03 2.04 2.18 2.90 2.98 4.53
0 4 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
1 4 4.24 4.31 5.79 2.33 2.33 2.39 1.52 1.57 2.39
2 4 9.87 9.92 11.14 2.47 2.48 2.49 3.24 3.31 4.82
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6 Example
To illustrate how a PIM regression representation of rank tests can improve the un-
derstanding of the data, we consider a subset of the chick weight dataset as described
in Crowder and Hand (1990). Chicks are randomly allocated to one of four diets:
a normal diet (referred to as diet 1) or one of three specific diets with respectively
10%, 20% or 40% protein replacement (referred to as diets 2, 3 or 4, respectively).
The weights (in gram) of the chicks are measured on alternate days for the first three
weeks after birth, but we only look at the weight measured at day 6. Figure 1 shows
the boxplots of the weights at day 6 for the four diets.
Weight (gram)
l lll llll ll ll l
lll l ll
l ll l lll l l l
ll lll ll l
n = 19
n = 10
n = 10
n = 10
1
2
3
4
51 61 71 81 91
Diet
Figure 1: Box and strip-plots of the chick weights for the four diets. The right axis
shows the sample sizes.
The Kruskal-Wallis rank test rejects the null-hypothesis of equal weight distribu-
tions at the 5% level of significance (KWs = 28.3 and p < 0.0001). Since the KW test
is related to the marginal PIM (4), we estimate the PIM regression parameters. It fol-
lows that αˆ1 = 0.25 with a 95% confidence interval [0.16, 0.33], αˆ2 = 0.52 [0.40, 0.65],
αˆ3 = 0.63 [0.50, 0.76] and αˆ4 = 0.83 [0.75, 0.90]. For example, a randomly selected
chick that received diet 4 has a 83% chance to have a higher weight after 6 days as
compared to a randomly selected chick from the pooled sample.
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For an ordered alternative, ordered according to the percentage of protein replace-
ment, the JT-test rejects the null-hypothesis of equal weight distributions (JTs = 5.79
and p < 0.0001). The α parameter of PIM (21) is estimated as 0.37 [0.29, 0.44]. Con-
sequently Pˆ(Weighti 4 Weightj | Dieti < Dietj) = 0.5 + 0.37 = 0.87 [0.79, 0.94]:
there is an 87% chance that a chick receiving a diet with more protein replacement
will have a higher weight than a chick receiving a diet with less protein replacement.
The pairwise PIM (14) can be used to compare the diets two-by-two. For example,
when comparing diet 1 with 4 the probabilistic index is estimated by αˆ14 = 0.96
[0.92, 1]: there is a 96% chance that a chick receiving diet 4 will have a higher weight
than a chick receiving diet 1. Since the birth weights of the chicks are also measured
and since these are independent of the diets, the probabilistic index can also be
estimated with PIM (22) for some function f(·), accounting for the weights at baseline.
For a linear f(·) it follows that βˆ14 = 0.98, providing a more narrow 95% confidence
interval [0.95, 1] as compared to the results of the PIM (14). It is illustrated in Section
E of the supplementary material how these analyses can be conducted using the R
package pim (R, 2014).
7 Discussion
We have illustrated how two parametrizations of a PIM can lead to rank tests for
factorial designs. Based on the marginal PIM parametrization, the Kruskal–Wallis
(KW) test for a K-sample layout and the Mack–Skillings and Friedman tests for a
randomized complete block design, arise naturally. The pairwise PIM results in the
Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney (WMW) test for the two-sample layout and the Brown–
Hettmansperger test for the three-sample layout. The pairwise PIM also generates the
Jonckheere–Terpstra and the Mack–Wolfe tests. All these rank tests are score-type
tests in the sense that the variances, which are required for standardizing the test
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statistics, are obtained under the null hypothesis. The PIM theory, however, provides
a sandwich estimator of the variance which is also consistent under the alternative,
thus allowing to construct Wald-type versions of these rank tests, as well as confidence
intervals for the effect sizes.
The PIM connection with rank tests may also be valuable for generating rank tests
for more complicated designs, in which, for example, covariates, blocking factors or
stratification factors are present. The classical rank tests are often referred to as
nonparametric tests, but this term may be misleading. Apart from some very simple
settings (e.g. K-sample layout) rank tests relate to parameters of a semiparametric
model which expresses restrictions on the distribution of the response variable. In
this paper we have demonstrated that the PIM is a natural model for rank tests. The
potential of the PIM as a rank test framework is illustrated in Section 6 by analyzing
an example dataset.
Akritas and Arnold (1994) proposed another model for which they developed rank
tests, which, however, do not generally reduce to the classical tests. Their method-
ology was extended to several designs and to the inclusion of covariates (Akritas et
al., 1997, 2000; Brunner and Puri, 2002; Tsangari and Akritas, 2004). Their test
statistics are rank-transform statistics, in the sense that they are functions of the
rank-transformed response observations. Although their methods also rely on a semi-
parametric model, they cannot always estimate all terms in their model (Tsangari
and Akritas, 2004). At this point it is also interesting to mention that the simple
rank-transform methods of Conover and Iman (1981) and Hora and Conover (1984)
do not always relate clearly to a statistical model. The method consists in transform-
ing the response observations to their ranks and subsequently using these transformed
observations in parametric methods. For example, the two-sample t-test and the one-
way ANOVA F -test applied to the rank-transformed data gives the WMW and the
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KW test, respectively. However, for more complicated designs Akritas (1990) showed
that the parametric statistical model does no longer hold after the transformation.
For example, the two-way ANOVA without interaction implies additivity of the ef-
fects on the mean response, but this additivity is lost after the transformation. He
made the connection without explicitly referring to the probabilistic index. In partic-
ular, upon using asymptotic arguments, he replaced the rank-transformed response
of Yi with nF.(Yi), with F. the marginal distribution function of the response. When
the response is continuous, the original parametric model for E(Yi | Xi) becomes
E(nF.(Yi) | Xi) = nP (Y. ≤ Yi | Xi), which resembles our marginal PIM. The addi-
tivity of the effects on E(Yi | Xi) thus becomes additive in the marginal PIM with
identity link. To some extent, our method may also be seen as a two-stage approach
in which first the sample observations (Yi, Yj) are transformed to pseudo-observations
I (Yi ≤ Yj) which are subsequently used as response observations in a linear regression
model. By restricting the set of pseudo-observations to comparisons within blocks,
block designs can be analyzed. However, despite this apparently simple trick, we do
not encourage statisticians to look at it this way. Instead we prefer to interpret our
approach within a genuine semiparametric modelling framework. This will help in
ensuring correct interpretation and reporting of the data analysis results.
8 Supplementary material
supplementary material This file contains proofs, additional results on the rela-
tionship with the methods of Akritas and his colleagues, additional results on
the randomized design with a covariate and an illustration in R upon using the
package pim.
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